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Abstract: Multicast [1] is defined as sending data from a single sender to a group of receivers. While
multicasting the data, it should be provided with security services. Generally, security services are classified
into five areas namely data integrity, data origin, authentication [2], non-repudiation and confidentiality. This
project work supports the first three security services, which are implemented using a cryptographic technique
called batch signature [3]. Designing a batch signature protocol is quite difficult and hence certain issues have
to be considered, which include efficiency, packet loss, computation latency and  communication  overhead.
In internet, normally congestion is sure to happen at certain period which results in packet loss [4] have to be
reduced. For applications like online streaming, video conferencing and online games, the quality of services
is low to the end users. Therefore, MABS protocol should provide a certain level of packet loss recovery. In
this paper, we have proposed two schemes namely, basic scheme and enhanced scheme. The basic scheme
normally supports three algorithms namely batch RSA algorithm [5], batch BLS algorithm [6] and our batch DSA
algorithm [7, 8], in which these algorithms mainly involves to address efficiency and packet loss problems in
network environment [9]. Enhanced scheme combines basic scheme and merkle tree generation [10] (packet
filtering technique) which completely eliminates the forged packets in order to overcome the DOS (Denial of
Service) attack. Hence, our comparison study predicts that MABS-E is less efficient than MABS-B due to DOS
defense. In our new approach, mod-inversion operation is one of the most important factors which influence
the computation time of digital signature and verification, thus improvements to this point has been proposed
by implementing new approach called PDSA.
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INTRODUCTION Project  Management..  This  project   work      supports

The purpose of this software specification (SS) is to using a cryptographic technique called batch signature
establish the major requirements & Specification [3].
necessary to develop this Software Systems for the
Developers.  The  overall  objective  of the Team Project System Design: System architecture describes about the
is to establish a Client Server Oriented project. The goal overall communication between the sender and the
of this document is the same as any requirements receiver. This overall system architecture includes four
document, to lie out all requirements of the application in phases namely, 
order to have both the developers and the end users
maintaining the same understanding and expectations Packetization Phase. 
from the application. The project requirements will define, Key Generation Phase. 
in general terms, the setup of the web site, topics for Signature Generation Phase.
available  information   concerning   the    Software Signature Verification Phase.

the first three security services, which are implemented
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Packetization Phase: In this phase, sender sends the Existing Algorithms:
message as input which has been divided into ‘n’ number
of packets, where ‘n’ denotes number of packets. Thus,
packets are sent to signature generation phase for
hashing.

Key Generation Phase: In this phase, sender generates
both the public key and private key, in which private key
is used of signing the packets in encryption process,
whereas public key is used for verifying the packets in
decryption process [11]. Thus, the public key of the
sender is stored in Central Authority (CA) where, it’s
responsible for creating key pair, distributing the private
key, publishing the public key and revoking the keys
when necessary [12]. In spite of public and private key
generation, it also generates some common system
parameters which has been passed as an input to
signature generation phase. 

Signature Generation Phase: In this phase, sender
performs three operations namely, hashing, encryption
and multicast. First in hashing operation, incoming
packets are hashed to produce the hash code by using
hashing algorithm. Secondly, in encryption operation, the
hash code generated from the previous operation along
with sender’s private key is used to generate the
signature of the message. Finally, signature along with
message has been multicast to the group of receivers
through multicast operation.

Signature Verification Phase: In this phase, receiver first
computes the hashed code from message using same
hash algorithm which is used in sender’s side. In
decryption process, receiver decrypts the signature using
sender’s public key issued by certificate authority. Thus,
the hash code of the message and the signature has been
compared and verified [13]. If the verification succeeds,
the message is authenticated and it will be delivered to the
group of receivers. If the verification fails, receiver simply
drops the packet, which leads to less latency,
communication and computational overhead. 

The above four phases form the overall system
architecture for PDSA protocol which includes three
algorithms RSA [14], BLS [10], DSA [1] and our proposed
algorithm PDSA. Thus, all the three algorithms perform
above four phases which produces different computation
cost depends on signing and verification time taken by
each algorithm at the sender and receiver side [15]. Next
section includes the detailed explanation for all three
algorithms of basic scheme and our proposed algorithm.

Batch RSA Algorithm: Some system parameters are
defined as:

P,Q – two large prime number.
To calculate N = P * Q and (N) = (P-1) (Q-1)
d, the private key of sender.
e, the public key of sender, ed  1mod (N).
m, message as input. 

Signature Generation: Sender first computes hash code
h=h(m) and sign the hash code using sender’s private
key, which leads to the generation of the signature as .

Compute  = (h(m)) mod Nd

Signature Verification: The receiver verify the signature
by checking whether signature is equal to hash code of
the message using sender’s public key, which is
mathematically represented as, 

 = h(m) mod Ne

Signature Verification for Batch of Messages: The
receiver can verify the batch signature by first computing
h=h (m ), hash code of ‘n’ number of packets and theni

checking whether batch signature is equal to the hash
code of the message.

This is because, if the batch of packets is authentic,
then mathematically defined 

Message will be delivered to the receiver. Suppose if
the batch of packets is unauthenticated, receiver simply
drops the packet. Thus, if the sender does not have
enough resource, a pair of (e, d) with comparable sizes can
achieve a certain level of trade-off between computation
efficiency and security at the sender part.
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Proposed Algorithm: Some system parameters are defined The idea proposed mainly concerned with eliminating
as:

p, a prime longer than 512 bits.
q, a 160-bit prime divisor of p-1
g, a generator of  with order q, i.e. g  = mod pp

x, the private key of the signer, 0 < x  < q 
y, the public key of the signer, y = g mod p.x

h( ), a  hash  function  generating  an  output  in 

Signature Generation:

Randomly selecting an integer k with 0 < k < q 
Computing h = h(r,m)
Computing r = (g mod p) mod q.p

Computing S = (k - hx) mod q.

The signature for message ‘m’ is (r, s).

Signature Verification: The receiver can verify the
signature by first computing h = h(r,m) and then checking
whether verification signature is equal to r.

((g y  ) mod p) mod q = rs h

Mathematical proof for signature verification

((g y  ) mod p) mod q) = rs h

= ((g y  ) mod p) mod q)s h

= ((g y  ) mod p) mod q)s hx

=((g mod p) mod q = rk

Signature Verification for Batch of Message: The
receiver can verify the batch signatures by first
computing h  =h(r m), i=1,….n and then checking whetheri i, i

batch verification signature is equal to batch of
r(signatures),

This is because, if the batch of packets is authentic,
then mathematically defined 

a multiplication and an inversion operation there by, we
have reduced computation time compared with traditional
digital signature algorithm which shows the improvement
in both signing and verification process respectively.
While dealing with security issue, it has been overcome
by hashing the signature(r) along with message so that
attacker cannot hack the signature in network
environment. Thus, the security services like authenticity
and data integrity has been achieved with good
improvement in our proposed approach.

UML Diagrams
Usecase Diagram: 

In our algorithm, Sender sends the message as input. At
sender side, there exist three phases in which message is
divided into number of packets in packetization phase.
The public key is generated with the help of private key in
key generation phase. In key generation phase, then
signature is generated by computing hash value and
encrypting the hash value using private key which result
is message digest at signature generation phase. At
receiver side, signature verification takes place in which
it includes calculation of message digest from message
and signature is decrypted with the help of sender’s
public key which results in message digest. Then the
message is authenticated if it succeeds in verification. 

State Chart Diagram: State chart diagram gives brief
explanation about each process in which it has start and
stop activity. The data flow describes about the flow of
data that happens sequentially. The process includes
packetization phase, Key generation phase, merkle tree
generation at sender side and signature verification phase
mark verification phase takes place at receiver side. Finally
the receiver receives the message which is authenticated.
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Fig. 6.1: 6 State Chart Diagram of PDSA Protocol the signature verification time. Apart from Harn batch

Dataflow Diagrams: Dataflow diagrams mainly include scheme PDSA which has improved the computation
three levels namely level 0, level 1and level 2. In DFD, overhead of signing and verification process at the sender
level 0 usually includes the overall view about multicast and the receiver side by eliminating a multiplication and
Authentication System. The rectangle box indicates mod-inversion operation and also it achieves the same
source and destination, in which they are depicted as security level achieved by our batch DSA by hashing the
sender and receiver. The rounded rectangle Multicast signature along with its message which prevents packets
Authentication System indicates the process. The data forgery from the attackers in lossy channels [18]. Finally,
flow line indicates the data in motion. we conclude that our proposed batch digital signature

 In Level 1 DFD, the diagram gives brief explanation algorithm is both efficient and high secure in network
about our algorithm. The sender and receiver are source environment [19]. As is well known that existing digital
and destination of this diagram. The rounded rectangle signature algorithms are computationally expensive, the
indicates process which includes five processes namely ideal approach of signing and verifying each packet
Key generation, signature generation, signature independently raises a serious challenge to resource-
verification and also merkle tree construction and mark constrained devices which can be overcome by our
verification for enhanced scheme. The horizontal open protocol. We also made an analysis study on latency in
rectangle indicates the data store which is depicted as D1, which our proposed idea is more efficient when compared
D2 and d3 for Key store Data and signature respectively. to HDSA and ODSA. Thus, we conclude that our analysis
The data flow line indicates the data in motion. Thus, the study about signing &verification time and latency on

overall process of this project work has been represented
in this level 1 data flow diagram. Individual process of
each phase is explained in level 2 Data flow diagram. For
instance we have explained the receiver side process as
signature verification phase at the level 2 Data flow
diagram.

In Level 2 DFD, it explains about detailed description
about the important module in our algorithm. Here we
explained about the verification process in detail. In
verification process, the receiver first computes message
digest through hashing. Then receiver decrypts the
signature using sender’s public key in which it leads same
message digest as computed before. Thus message is
authenticated. In case of merkle tree, root value is
recovered for verification of messages.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed a novel
authentication [14] schemes namely, MABS which is
perfectly resilient to packet loss due to the elimination of
correlation among packets and also effectively deals with
DOS attack. Efficiency in delivering the packets also
improved using batch signatures. Finally, we have
implemented batch signatures schemes based on DSA
[16], which are more efficient than batch RSA signature
schemes [17]. Efficiency is improved mainly by using
single signature verification at the receiver side. Further
we have developed to improve the efficiency by reducing

DSA and our batch DSA, we have developed a new
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Proposed Batch Signature Scheme (PDSA) is having an 12. Udayakumar,  R.,  V.  Khanna,  T.   Saravanan    and
better improvement in efficiency and packets forgery
when compared to the other existing approach Harn Batch
DSA(HDSA) and Our Batch DSA(ODSA) [20-24].
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